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Presidents Report
Once again, greetings to all our members! It is amazing how quickly time is flying by, even in this time of
lockdowns, stay at home orders, and everything else associated with this pandemic! I find that while we
all seem to have more time to let our creative juices flow, and our imaginations run rampant, we always
seem to run out of time!
I don’t know about the rest of you, but it seems to me that our vignettes are becoming more elaborate and
numerous, as well as more innovative. I personally seem to be spending more time watching you tube
and Facebook on ‘how to do’ videos and reading articles, and then twisting and tweaking them to suit our
own needs.
Our last set up at the Collingwood Town Hall was themed “Spring in Georgian Bay”. This display was
quite different because of the pandemic and we all had to construct our own segments at our own homes
and come together at the Town Hall and fit them together seamlessly.
Low and behold it worked! Norm and Hilary had three small vignettes depicting a farm scene complete
with windmill on a large cup and saucer, a classic car show, and a golf course.
Next to that, Martha and Barry’s display was all about the outdoor activities you could imagine in
Georgian Bay, including hiking, jogging, boating, fishing, biking. It was centred around their excellent
water feature.
Jim and Linda also had three distinct displays, shopping downtown, collecting and savouring maple syrup
and maple sugar, and celebrating Easter from two perspectives, humans and the bunnies!
I firmly believe it was our best display to date at the town hall and we are looking forward to our fall
creation there. We all felt though, that we prefer to work on these large displays together. We seem to
generate more ideas, more easily, and certainly have more fun doing so!
Our April Zoom meeting has come and gone, with great reviews from our attendees. I personally really
like the format, as it allows us all to keep in touch with each other, enjoy our hobbies together and also
get to know more and more new people, putting faces to names! Although it’s not as good as face to face
meetings, it is the next best thing.
One of the better aspects of Zoom meetings is that we are able to develop better relationships with our
vendors as well as the great folks from Enesco Canada! I believe that they, in turn, also benefit from the
relationship.
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In closing, I want to emphasize that the success of our club is mainly because of the support of you, our
members. Keep up the great work

GBV Moving Forward
Updates to the Georgian Bay Villagers mandate .
We are now approaching the first year anniversary of being an internet based club and are also entering
our fourth year as a traditional club.
Now that we have navigated through this first year, the executive have made the following changes to our
mandate
1/ Our fiscal year will be from 01 Jan to 31 Dec.
2/. All paid up members in 2020 have their membership extended until Dec31, 2021.
3/. All memberships have been reduced to $10.00 with Associate members remaining at $30.
4/. The reason we are still charging for memberships during this time, is to pay for the zoom.
5/. The executive will be reviewing our bylaws, to address the fact that we are now an internet-based
club. Prior to our AGM in the new year, we will present our new proposed bylaws to the members. They
will be voted on at the AGM. Our present bylaws were designed for a local club, so if anyone has any
ideas, suggestions, etc, on incorporating new bylaws speaking to the Zoom and internet base, please
forward them to me for consideration.
6/. We will be going back to our original format of holding our meetings every second month, February,
April, June, August, October, and December. These are the alternate months from our sister club, The
Trillium Village Collectors Club in Toronto.
7/. Our club newsletter, which goes out to all paid up members will continue to be published shortly after
each meeting. All members are encouraged to submit articles for inclusion. These inclusions, at the
discretion of our executive, may include:
How to seminars.
Technical tips and hints .
Pictures of your displays and vignettes .
From time to time, member profiles.
And last, but not least, we will add a classified section
for members to sell village related items.
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For June Zoom
Themes for the June meeting are Summer, July 1st (Canada), July 4th (USA) and Summer
Weddings
Please email a picture of your vignette, to Hilary, as soon as you can, so she can prepare the slide show of all
the entries. Be prepared to say a few words, if you like, when your picture appears, or let Hilary convey your
comments to everyone. It is always interesting to see other techniques, so open up and share your methods.

Spring Vignettes highlighting D56

Cherie S.

NE ‘Connacher’s Nursery’, modified D56 sign and tree including Cherie’s miniature animals

Dennis T.

NE ‘Connacher’s Nursery’, ‘Springfield Studio’ and ‘Verna Mae’s Boutique’
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Hilary R.

DV ‘Crowntree Freckleton Windmill’, ’Burwickglen Golf Clubhouse &’The Sloan Hotel’
all with LED backlight

Bob E.

SV ‘How Tweet it is! Wild Bird Store’ with D56 Bird bath, feeder and houses. Tulips by Scenic Express

Adapting ‘Train People’ for your villages and vignettes

100 figurines from Amazon for $29. A lot of repetition, will not stand on
their own and poor paint jobs. Better quality figures are available, but
cost substantially more.

Supplies required:
-

waxed paper to use under your hot glue
a Hot Glue gun with a good supply of hot glue sticks
several assorted small clamps
van assortment of acrylic/hobby paints and brushes
Other odds and ends to personalize your creations
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- Position your figures and clamp in the arrangement you want to get an idea of how big and shape to
make your base.

- lay down a base of Hot glue in the size and shape you are after. Place the figures on the glue base
ensuring the clamps hold the figures in the desired position. Adjust the spacing if necessary. Let the
glue set up a bit before adding children and/or small animals.

With the mass production now finished………..

……lets give the ladies some flowers
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Making Water

Silicone

3D

Hot Wire

Paint

Resin

Water Simulation

Paint +

D56 Vinyl Water

Water is everywhere and everywhere it looks different. When you decide to add water to your vignette you
need to decide what colour you wish to replicate, whether it is the Ice blue Northern waters or the warm light
blue tropical water. Your water will be identified by its paint scheme, no matter how you create it. Here are a
few techniques:

Silicone – using a piece of plexiglass, paint the underside your water colour. On the top side smear on a thin
layer of clear silicone and stamp the surface with a block of wood to raise water texture. Laying down thicker
beads of silicone, then stamping, will produce higher wave detail. You can also create the effect of waves on a
piece of wax paper, then when dry, peel off and place the silicone wave in an appropriate spot on the
vignette.

Hot Wire – use the hot wire to shape the foam base for turbulent water or a rolling wave action, and paint.
Paint – if you are artistic, paint can be used solely to create your water feature, however that’s a talent
beyond my pay grade.

Paint + - adding dribbles hot glue, as your white caps, to your painted unadulterated foam.
3D – your water surface is clear plexiglass, the water scene is created underneath in a hollowed out foam
base. This is a great way to add lighting, either direct or indirect, and some typical underwater objects that
could include some animation.

Resin – there are several epoxy types on the market. My preference is product called ‘Envirotex Lite’. It is a 2
part epoxy-like product that can be used directly on Styrofoam without deterioration of the foam base. It dries
hard, doesn’t yellow or shrink over time like some products do. It has to be applied, like epoxy, in
progressively thin layers as it does shrink while drying.

Water Simulation -There is a multitude of products out there capable of simulating water. Even D56 has a
printed soft vinyl to give the impression of water.
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Making ‘Toilet Paper Water’

(two examples below)

Directions:

What you need

Apply the Paper

Create the waves

Starting off, all you need is Toilet paper, separated in sheets, diluted ordinary craft glue, a dish of
water & a brush. Prepare the water feature base as to shape and size. Thin the glue with water so it
is not as thick and takes a little longer to dry, about the consistency of corn syrup. Brush on a
generous portion of glue on to a small section of your base, add a sheet of toilet paper and stamp it
down into the glue with the brush tip. Then repeat the process until the whole surface is covered.
Once finished do it all over again until you have built up a minimum of 3 or 4 layers, overlapping all
toilet paper seams. Using a wet brush tip stamp down your paper covered surface to eliminate any
trapped air. Now you are ready to create the wave action with tip of a wet brush, gently move the
toilet paper around to form waves.
Let the display dry thoroughly, it may take a few days. When completely dry seal it with a coat of
acrylic varnish. Now you are ready for painting.
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Selecting the Colour Pallet

Putting on the Paint.

Blending

Painting requires a collection of acrylic paints, primarily brown or green and blue, black and white
maybe added to change the colour pallet of your primary colours. With small batches of your water
colours mixed, add patches of these colours to the foam base starting with the lightest colours near
the shore and darker tones as you move away from the shore. It is not necessary to cover the whole
area or clean the brush between colour changes you just want to get the paint on your toilet paper
base. Once finished, clean your brush, mainly to get rid of the dark colours in the brush. Now with a
wet brush, with water, blend in the colour transitions to eliminate hard colour lines. Start close to
shore with the lighter colours and move away to the darker deep sections of the water, keeping in
mind the paint will darken when dry. Once finished let it completely dry

Materials needed

Applying Mod Podge

Finished

Materials needed are Mod Podge, preferably the gloss variety, and a brush. Mod Podge is a water
based, non-toxic glue that dries clear and can give your water a 3D affect.
Apply the Mod Podge in thin coats and allow to dry between applications. The thick coat I applied
here took several days to dry, may actually take weeks to completely dry. Once everything is dry,
apply a coat of high gloss acrylic varnish to finish off your water and afford it some protection.

Meeting Planning for 2021
The following Sunday dates and subject matter are for the next ZOOM meetings:
June 13th – Summer events, July 1st, July 4th, summer weddings
date TBD – Fall events/Harvest time
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Christmas Came Early this Year,
just a few new pieces that arrived from the Milton Hallmark on Saturday:

S.V. The Haunted Mansion
D.V. Oxford’s Radcliffe Camera
C.I.C. Engine Co & Firetruck
All spectacular buildings, unbelievable detail and looks much better than the catalogue. The only down side
are the roof top spires, very tall and could easily be broken.

Harry Potter Fans
3D Puzzle (Costco)
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Miscellaneous Spring Vignettes

by Martha J.

by
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Classified Section
Have village piece to sell? Send in a picture, description & price to ‘barryj.12@outlook.com’

What is the NCC?
The National Council of 56 Clubs is the umbrella organization
for the Department 56 Village Clubs and Collectors!
The purpose of the NCC is to promote Member Clubs, cultivate cooperation among them, facilitate the
exchange of information to and between them, assist in the formation of new clubs, and stimulate collector
events and gatherings.
Georgian Bay Villager Club Membership gives you access to the NCC website. This website is a treasure trove
of info about all things related to collecting Department 56.
As a member of GBV, you receive our newsletter. On the NCC site, you have access to read the newsletters
from clubs in Canada and the US, and the Philippines. You also receive the NCC newsletter, called the Club
Connection, six times a year!
There is also a list of Associate members (D56 Dealers) in the USA. We hope to have some Associate members
in Canada soon.
I hope you will take the time soon to pay a visit to the website!
Martha,
NCC Secretary
Membership:
Membership in GBV provides access to all ZOOM meetings, membership in the National Council of D56 Clubs,
the NCC, and access to all NCC and Club sponsored events, contests , newsletters and gatherings
Zoom Member = $10.00 per year
Associate Member = $30.00 per year
E-mail Lynda Haywood if interested.
In Canada, Direct Deposit payment may be made to: barryj.12@outlook.com
Your Georgian Bay Villagers Executive Team
President - Norm Redpath – gbvillagers@gmail.com
Treasurer – Barry Jack – barryj.12@outlook.com
Secretary – Hilary Redpath – hevansredpath@gmail.com
Membership – Lynda Haywood – haywood6574@rogers.com
Program Directors – Lynda and Jim Haywood
NCC Rep -- Hilary Redpath,
Newsletter -- Barry Jack
Follow us on Facebook at

Georgian Bay Villagers and Canada’s Dept56 & Lemax Collector
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GEORGIAN BAY
VILLAGERS

ARE YOU AN AVID DEPARTMENT 56 COLLECTOR? DO YOU WANT TO MEET AND SHARE YOUR INTERESTS
AND INFORMATION WITH OTHER COLLECTORS?
DO YOU WANT TO MIX, MINGLE AND HAVE SOME FUN?
Then the Georgian Bay Villagers is for you! Established in 2019, the club provides pertinent
information on all D56 products and events. Club members enjoy an informative monthly newsletter,
workshops, show and tell, contests, swap and sells, door prizes, a Christmas Brunch and special excursions.
Club meetings are held bi-monthly.
If you wish to become a member of the GBV please complete this membership form and return it along
with your cheque payable to Georgian Bay Villagers.
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
(Please print clearly)
Name(s):

_

Address:

_

Postal Code:

Telephone:

_

_ E-mail:

_

Membership Fees:
Zoom member. $10.

Date:

Associate Member $30

Signature:

_

Please fill in form and email back with an e-transfer to ‘barryj .12@outlook.com’
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